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Why Sports Are No Longer A Boy's Club

Women have a long way in the sports industry, so why is there
still pushback?

Laurie Bullock in Sports on Oct 13, 2015

It has been a phenomenal year for women in the sports industry. In 2015, the NFL hired its first female
referee Sarah Thomas, assistant coach Becky Hammon reached another milestone in the NBA when she
coached the Spurs to a summer league victory, and on Oct. 6, 2015, Jessica Mendoza was the first woman
to broadcast an MLB post-season game at the AL Wildcard game with the Houston Astros and New York
Yankees. While all of these advancements in the sports industry are worth celebrating, once the excitement
dies down we have to ask, why are these things just now happening? 

Thanks to Title IX, women have the right to participate in professional sports and in the workplace without
discrimination. Just three years after the law was passed, Robin Herman marched her way into a NFL
locker room in 1975 for a post game interview. Her actions provided the inspiration other female sports
journalists needed to do the same in other professional sports. Today women are no longer banned from
the locker room for post-game interviews, however that does not mean they are fully welcomed either.
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Many women in the sports industry share similar experiences with negative pushback from fans, coaches,

players, and even coworkers.They are met with an audience saying that men don’t want to hear a sports

analysis from a woman, or that they couldn’t possibly know how to cover a sport because they have not

played it themselves.

Women in the sports industry have to be on the defense in the workplace and even towards sports fans.

Julie Dicaro, a CBS Sports anchor in Chicago, shared the hateful, explicit tweets and emails she received

from fans, in order to bring to light what many female journalists have experienced. Dicaro wrote about her

experience with aggressive fans on twitter in an article for Sports Illustrated [Note, the article linked has

graphic and offensive language].

Female sports reporters also struggle with being judged or ranked based off of their appearance instead of

their work on the sidelines or in the newsroom. In some extreme cases, female sports reported have been

forced to cut off sources or lost potential professional connections because of rejecting sexual harassment

or inappropriate comments from people working in the industry.

“Those of us who dare to invade this mostly male space are generally accepted, but there remains a vocal

minority committed to forcing women out,” said Dicaro in the article.

There are many men who support women working in the sports industry; It doesn’t matter to them whether

it’s a man or a woman, as long as the person is calling the game correctly or leading their team to victory,

they’re happy. Hammon has been welcomed and encouraged by the Spurs team and management, along

with an overwhelming number from the basketball community. Unfortunately, her her story is one of few

positive ones.

There has been slow but significant progress with women in the sports industry. There are many female

sports journalists in the industry who are using their knowledge and experience to mentor sports journalism

hopefuls like the Association for Women in Sports Media. The AWSM provides scholarships and

internships for college students looking to have a career in the field.  

It's difficult, though not impossible for a woman to find success and respect in the sports industry. The

sports world is slowly loosening its grip on its original status as a "boy's club," and women are stepping in

to join the conversation.  


